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Introduction:  Geological activity and age vari-

ance between surface features on Europa, Enceladus, 

Callisto, and Ganymede suggest that ice sheets on icy 

moons are continually resurfaced by thermal convec-

tion. We can ascertain when these ice sheets convect at 

different rheological properties and compare them to 

ice sheets on Earth, which do not convect. 

Rayleigh Number: Thermal convection is deter-

mined by the dimensionless Rayleigh number, the ratio 

between viscous and buoyant forces in a fluid. Local-

ized thermal expansion leads to thermal convection in 

ice sheets when the upper boundary of an ice sheet 

layer is heated from below by subsurface fluids in its 

lower boundary. Changes in density within the ice 

sheet caused by thermal expansion introduce buoyancy 

forces that cause the colder, denser upper boundary ice 

to sink and the lower boundary ice to rise. Viscous 

drag resists the movement caused by buoyancy forces, 

and when the buoyant forces are stronger than the vis-

cous forces, ice sheet convection occurs. The critical 

Rayleigh number marks the ratio between viscous and 

buoyant forces at which convection begins to occur, 

and Rayleigh number values higher than the critical 

value signify convection.  

We found the critical Rayleigh number for ice 

sheets with FEniCS Project based mantle convection 

simulations. The simulations demonstrate behavior 

between the upper and lower boundary of an ice sheet 

at different Rayleigh number values, and we deter-

mined that the critical Rayleigh number for ice sheets 

is 785. To compare the convection ranges between the 

moons and Earth, we plotted when ice sheets convect 

using a constant critical number and a range of rheolo-

gies.  

 

Figure 1: The slice planes above demonstrate fluid 

behavior between the upper and lower boundary of an 

ice sheet for different Ra values. 

 

Convection Ranges: Our plots suggest that terres-

trial ice sheets will convect at the lower end of viscosi-

ties used to simulate icy moon convection. Our data 

demonstrates how ice sheets convect on icy moons and 

do not convect on Earth at only specific rheologies. 

Since ice sheets on Earth do not convect, we suggest 

that only viscosities in the upper range of 1015-1016 

Pascal/s be used to simulate icy moon dynamics. 

 

 
Figure 1: The yellow figures represent the ice sheets 

that exist in that planet or moon and the gray shaded 

regions represent where an Ice sheet would convect. 
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